Gallium Oxide: A Rising Star in the Semiconductor Realm
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A “new” semiconductor can gather the interest of the scientific community only when it adds unprecedented properties to the ones already established, with silicon universally considered as the most widespread and the primary benchmark. In the last decades, this happened for example with III-V and III-N semiconducting compounds, capable of emitting and absorbing light and to process signals of much higher frequencies than silicon. More recently, this newly happened with silicon carbide, which can work at higher voltages and power than previously available semiconductors, and with layered transition metal dichalcogenides, for their unusual properties and potential applications in nanoelectronics.

The potentialities offered by high performance semiconductor devices are the main boost for the development of our civilization. In particular, energy production, distribution and conversion are one of the most important challenges of nowadays society, with a particular emphasis on sustainability and energy efficiency. It is widely accepted that silicon, when it comes to handling very high power, has many drawbacks due to its physical characteristics. Despite its limit, silicon is still widely adopted in power devices fabrication, because of the lack of alternatives. This however results in devices with limited efficiency, large size and important cooling requirements. Gallium nitride (GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC) have a higher bandgap with respect to Si (respectively 3.4 eV and 3.2 eV, compared to 1.1 eV) and permitted the design of innovative power devices with much lower intrinsic losses, less cooling demand and reduced size. These devices were readily adopted in electric motor vehicles, DC–AC conversion for renewable energy and power transmission controls for electric motors, railways and ships.

Talking about high-efficiency power electronics, gallium oxide (Ga$_2$O$_3$) appeared as a new candidate on the stage a few years ago. It cannot be defined as new material indeed, as the first paper on Ga$_2$O$_3$ polymorphs were observed and studied [1]. In 1965 its bandgap was assessed to about 4.7 eV [2], and in the 90’s preliminary experiments for the growth of bulk crystals and epitaxial layers of Ga$_2$O$_3$ were successfully attempted. But it was only in the last 10 years that the crystallographic quality and physical properties of Ga$_2$O$_3$ enabled the realization of novel power devices with performances that could overtake those of SiC and GaN. In an energy-dependent society, where efficiency and energy saving are directly linked to sustainability, “green economy” and to climate change mitigation, this was immediately recognized to be of paramount importance. Furthermore, the possibility of alloying Ga$_2$O$_3$ with In and Al allows for tailoring of the bandgap, i.e. absorption of light from visible to deep ultraviolet, which makes the fabrication of innovative light detectors possible, also for solar blind usage. Therefore, a lot of efforts were immediately directed towards a deeper understanding of Ga$_2$O$_3$ characteristics and to the development of higher performance devices. This is proven by the increasing...
numbers of papers indexed by the most common scientific search engines, and also by the citation of these papers: for example, considering just 2018, Scopus reports 462 papers with (“gallium oxide” OR Ga$_2$O$_3$) keyword in title or abstract. The most cited review paper [3] has, at the moment of writing this letter, 247 citations. Moreover, there are right now 84 papers published in 2018 with 10 or more (up to 100) citations and 90 more between 5 and 9 citations: this should be a good benchmark in understanding the acceptance of Ga$_2$O$_3$ research in the scientific community.

At this point the reader might be interested in knowing more about Ga$_2$O$_3$ and its peculiarities, but going into details would mean to go beyond the scope of a short letter to the editor, especially considering excellent review papers [3-7], and even a recent book devoted to this semiconducting oxide [8]. In this letter we would rather like to stress the importance of Ga$_2$O$_3$ in the framework of the international scientific community, to stimulate ideas and networking, and to (try to) promote new lines of research.

Studies on Ga$_2$O$_3$ growth, physics, defect characterization, dielectric integration, have increasingly carried out in the past few years but many aspects are still unknown. Higashiwaki and Jessen in [5] pointed out that “practical power switching and RF device applications require more advanced device architectures and thus demand further improvements in all aspects of melt/epitaxial growth, doping, and device processing and deeper understanding of fundamental material properties to be included in new modelling capabilities that are accurate under high electric field operating conditions. R&D in the next decade is certainly crucial for the road to industrialization of Ga$_2$O$_3$ electronic devices.”

A lot of work is still needed in order to understand the physical properties of Ga$_2$O$_3$ and to improve its technology: the most critical aspects are related to epitaxial growth, ohmic contacts, thermally stable Schottky contacts, enhancement-mode (i.e. normally-off) transistor operation, reduction of dynamic on-resistance, process integration, and thermal management through passive and active cooling [9].

While the development of epitaxial growth techniques or the realization of bulk ingots to be used as substrates usually requires massive investment in equipment, there are other aspects such as material characterization, development of electric contacts or device simulation that could be faced on a “curiosity driven” basis with relatively small funding. To start working on Ga$_2$O$_3$ in this historical period means joining an ever-growing community, and (good) papers on this subject have high probability of attracting attention and citations. Specific workshops have been organized, and topical sessions on Ga$_2$O$_3$ are often included in traditional semiconductors and materials conferences.

It will surely take quite a long time for Ga$_2$O$_3$ to become commercially mature and widely applied. Let’s remember, for example, that it took more than 30 years for SiC to go from initial concept to device commercialization. Nevertheless, enthusiasm of researchers and financial support to Ga$_2$O$_3$ research are the keys to reach this ultimate goal within a reasonable time. Japan, Germany and USA are the nations that currently invest more on Ga$_2$O$_3$ development, but hopefully many more contributors will come up in other countries. As in many previous cases of material development, the international effort has to last long enough to make Ga$_2$O$_3$ technology mature and affordable. With this letter, the authors aim at promoting research on Ga$_2$O$_3$, stimulating more researchers to enter the field and speed up its progress.
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